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Preface
Thisvolumeofthe SARPResearchProceedings presents aframework for theuse ofcrop
growthmodelsinagro-ecological characterisation andzonation ofrice,asdeveloped inthe
researchtheme'Agro-ecosystems' of SARPIII. Thesimulation modelused inthisvolume
is ORYZA_W (version 2.0) for rice growth and development in irrigated and rainfed
lowland and rainfed upland production environments. This version of ORYZA_W is a
follow-up of the version (1.0) as presented at the Agro-ecosystems workshop in
Hangzhou, China, April 1993. ORYZA_W is not described in this volume and will be
presented inaseparate SARPResearchProceedings byWopereiset al.(inprep.).Though
the framework for the use of crop growth models in zonation studies is illustrated using
ORYZA_W for rice, the principles, and the tools developed, are applicable using other
models(e.g.ORYZA1),andfor othercropsaswell.
All models and computer programs presented here are written in FORTRAN77under
the FORTRAN Simulation Environment (FSE) as developed by van Kraalingen (1991a).
Completelistingsofthemodelsandcomputerprogramsincludinginput andoutputfilesare
given in the Appendices. The models can be run on a 'stand alone' basis or under the
SARP-Shell.Inthisreport, itisexplainedhowtorunthemodels'standalone'.Inaseparate
manualbyRiethoven (1994),itisexplainedhowtooperatethemodelsandprogramsunder
theSARP-Shell.
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1 Introduction
Thisvolumepresentsaframework for theuseofcropgrowthmodellinginagro-ecological
characterisation andzonationofrice,asdeveloped intheresearchtheme'Agro-ecosystems'
of the project Simulation and Systems Analysis for Rice Production (SARP). Agroecological zonation generally refers to the stratification of a geographical area into
homogeneousland-units.Thisstratification isusuallybased onpropertiesthat arephysicalenvironmental (e.g. climate, landscape, soil) and agronomic (e.g. land use, production
system characteristics), but can also include socio-economic factors (e.g. labour,
subsistence/cash-cropping). The purposes of agro-ecological zonation vary. Often, it is
used to create so-called recommendation domains for the transfer of agro-technological
knowledgethathasbeendevelopedatparticularsitessuchasagriculturalresearchstations.
Examples in the SARP network have been reported by Bhuiyan & Ahmed (1993) and
Garcia (1993). Another purpose of zonation is the exploration of water-limited and
irrigated cropproduction levels(e.g.WanSulaiman&Surjit Singh, 1993;Makarim& Las,
1993;Thiyagarajan et al., 1993).In suchzonation studies,aquantitative description ofthe
relationship between the physical environment and potential cropping systems and
production levelsisofmainimportance. Inthisrespect, crop growth simulation modelling
is a useful tool. Recent results of the use of simulation modelling in agro-ecological
zonation ofriceinthe SARPnetwork havebeen presented at the 'International Workshop
on Agro-Ecological Zonation of Rice', held at the Zhejiang Agricultural University,
Hangzhou,P.R. ofChina, 14-17April 1993(Boumanetal., 1993).
Forzonation studies,cropgrowthmodelsneedtobeadaptedtothe specific characteristics
ofthe agro-ecological environment under consideration. Two characteristic environments
inAsiaforricearelowlandsanduplands(IRRI, 1984).In lowland environments, soilsare
puddled inthebeginning ofthegrowing season.Riceismostlytransplanted from seed-bed
or, to a lesser extent, direct-seeded. Bunds along the field allow for ponded water. The
cropcanbeeitherirrigated orfully dependent onrainfall. Inupland environments, soilsare
not puddled, and rice isdirect-seeded and completely dependent on natural rainfall. Fields
are generally not bunded and part of the rainfall can be lost as run-off. Thus, important
differences between lowlands and uplands are soil tillage practices and, as a result, the
crop-soil water balance. In the SARP project, a simple soil water balance model was
developed for lowlandsLOWBAL (LOwland Water BALance;Bouman, 1993a), and the
existingmodel SAHEL(Soils in semi-AridHabitatsthat EasilyLeach;van Keulen, 1975)
was selected for uplands. These water balance modules were combined with the aboveground growth module ORYZAW in the agro-ecologicalrice-growthmodel ORYZAW
(2.0)forzonationstudies.

The regional scale that is used in zonation affects the level of detail with which crop
growth andwater balance processes canbe described. For instance, a detailed description
ofthewaterbalanceof soils,suchasinSAWAH(SimulationAlgorithmfor Water flowin
Aquic Habitats; ten Berge et al., 1992) or PADDY (Wopereis, 1993), requires detailed
information on soilphysical properties, e.g. soilwater retention characteristics (pFcurve),
conductivity curves, and ground water table depth. Such detailed information isgenerally
not availableonaregional scale,andsoil-physicalinformation often hastobederived from
general descriptionson soilmapsand/orfromsparse measurements. Therefore, simulation
modelsfor zonation need to describephysical processeswithalevelofdetailthat matches
that oftheinput dataavailable.InORYZAW 2.0,therelatively simplesoilwaterbalance
modelsLOWBAL and SAHELwere especially developed and selected for application on
regional scales. The price that has to be paid for a more general description of physical
processesinasimulationmodelistwofold. First,theresults(simulated output)maybeless
accuratethanwhenamoredetailed model (with correspondingly more detailed input data)
isused. Secondly, the validity domain - and thus the application domain - may be more
restricted. For example, SAWAH can beused in more various and hydrological complex
situationsthanLOWBAL(Boumanetal., 1994).
Twomoreaspectsrelatedtoinputdataneedtobetakenintoaccountwhencropgrowth
modelsareused onaregionalscale:uncertaintyandspatialvariation.Usuallyinzonation,a
set of model input parameters is supposed to be representative for each of the
(homogeneous) land-units under consideration. Using these sets, the simulation model is
run and 'representative' model output (e.g. yield) is obtained. However, this approach
ignorestheuncertaintythatispresent inthe,generallyestimated, input parametervaluesof
the land-units. A method is needed that relates the accuracy or uncertainty in simulated
output to the accuracy or uncertainty in input parameter values. Second, input parameter
valuesfromageographicallyextendedland-unitareoften characterised byspatialvariation.
Theeffect of spatialvariation ininput parameter values on simulated output alsoneedsto
betaken into account. Theprogram RIGAUS (Random Input Generator for the Analysis
of Uncertainty in Simulation) was developed to quantify the effects of uncertainty and
spatial variation in input parameter values on simulated output. The method is based on
MonteCarlosimulation.MonteCarlosimulationisalsothebasisfor amethodto'translate'
probabilities of input parameter values into probabilities of model output and to perform
risk analysis.
In this volume, a framework is presented for the use of crop growth models in agroecological zonation of rice. The framework is illustrated using the model ORYZAW,
version2.0,for irrigated andwater-limited production situations.However, the framework
canalsobeused usingother cropgrowth models(e.g. ORYZA1for potential production)
and for other crops. In Chapter 2, ORYZAW 2.0 isbriefly introduced. ORYZAW can
simulatethegrowthanddevelopment ofriceinirrigated andrainfed lowlandandinrainfed
upland environments. Theabove-ground growthmoduleORYZAWandthewaterbalance
module LOWBAL were developed from field experiments at IRRI (International Rice

Research Institute, Philippines). Themodule SAHEL, originally developed byvanKeulen
(1975), was taken and adapted from the MACROS series (Modules of an Annual CROp
Simulator;Penning de Vries et al., 1989). In Chapter 3, aframeworkispresented for the
application ofORYZAW onaregional scaleinagro-ecological zonation. Thegeographic
unit of simulation is the land-unit as derived by 'conventional' methods of zonation
(stratification by physical-environmental and agronomic characteristics). It is shown how
ORYZAW can be used to characterise (single) rice cropping systems by e.g. level and
variation of yield, irrigation water needs and crop growth duration. Theframework
presents a method to relate simulated model output (e.g. yield) to input parameter
accuracy,whichisuseful indesigningandoptimising samplingstrategies, andto dealwith
uncertainty and spatialvariationinmodelinputparameters. Thelast stepofthe framework
presents a method for risk analysis including variation in weather and probability
distributions of soil and management parameters. Chapter 4 describes the program
RIGAUSthat isused to generate probability distributions of parameter values for Monte
Carlo simulation. Chapter 5 illustrates the presented methodology for a case-study on
rainfed lowlandriceinthePhilippines.
ThemodelORYZAW andtheprogramRIGAUSarewritten inFORTRAN77andcan
be executed on a 'stand-alone' basis. However, ORYZAW and RIGAUS may also be
accessed usingtheuser-friendly SARP-Shellthat allowseasy running of ORYZAW with
large input data sets (Riethoven, 1994). The Appendices contain complete listings of
ORYZAW (version2.0)andRIGAUS(version 1.1) includingallinputandoutput files.

2TheORYZA_W(2.0)ricegrowth model
ORYZAW (2.0) simulates growth and development of rice in irrigated and rainfed
lowlandandinrainfed uplandenvironments,andisespeciallydesignedforzonationstudies.
In irrigated lowlands, ORYZAW simulates timing and total amounts of irrigation water
needsaswell.Currently,anewversionofORYZAW, 3.0,isunder development, thatwill
also be suitable for other purposes, e.g. field and experiment studies. ORYZAW is
described indetailina SARPResearchProceedingbyWopereiset al., 1995.Intherest of
thetext inthisvolume, ORYZAW alwaysrefersto version 2.0 (as listed in appendix 1).
ORYZAW isprogrammed under the FORTRAN Simulation Environment (FSE, version
2.0) as developed byvanKraalingen (1991a). Acomplete listing of the model with input
and output files is given in Appendix 1. The FSE system consists of a main program,
weather data and utilities for specific tasks. One of the main features of FSE is the
distinction offour maintasksthat control the order ofthecalculations inthe cropgrowth
program (above-ground growth module and below-ground water balance modules):
ITASK = 1 for initialisation; ITASK = 2 for rate calculations; ITASK = 3 for state
calculations/updates; and ITASK = 4 to mark the end of the program. For an
understanding of the tasks of initialisation and rate and state calculations, the reader is
referred to text books on crop growth simulation modelling (e.g. Penning deVries &van
Laar, 1982;vanKeulen &Wolf, 1986).FSE also facilitates in- and output data handling.
TheWEATHERsystem(vanKraalingenetal., 1990)isusedto readweather data.Utilities
fromthe library TTUTIL (Rappoldt & van Kraalingen, 1990) are extensively used for
specific tasks such as reading input data, writing output data, and integration of state
variables.
The structure of ORYZAW under the FSE system is schematically presented in Figure
2.1. The ITASK succession, the reading of weather data, and the handling of input and
output files takes place in the subroutine FSE. This information is passed on to the
subroutine MODELS.This subroutine callsthe subroutine ORYZAW, which isthe actual
above-ground growth module, and the subroutines LOWBAL for the water balance of
lowlandsoils,andSAHELforthewaterbalanceofupland soils.Aswitchintheprogramis
used to select the production environment and to combine ORYZAW with either
LOWBALor SAHEL: SWIWLP=0for irrigated lowland (LOWBAL);SWTWLP= 1for
rainfed lowland (LOWBAL); SWIWLP = 2 for rainfed upland (SAHEL). The switch
SWTWLP issetinaninputfile(seeParagraph 2.2.1).ThemodulesORYZAW,LOWBAL
andSAHELarethecoreoftheactualgrowthmodelORYZAW, andhavebeendescribed
byseveral authors:vanKeulen, 1975,andPenningdeVrieset al., 1989(SAHEL), KropfF
et al., 1993 (the ORYZA1 version asbasis for ORYZAW), Bouman, 1993a (LOWBAL)
and Wopereis et al., 1995 (ORYZAW, version 3.0). A complete listing of ORYZAW

withinput andoutputfiles,andavariablenamelist isgiveninAppendix 1(allreferringto
version2.0asusedinthisvolume).

FSE
Models
ITASK=1
Program
Main

ORYZAW

ITASK=3
LOWBAL
ITASK- 2
ITASK- 4

SAHEL

Figure 2.1. Maincomponents ofthericegrowth model ORYZAW under theFORTRAN
SimulationEnvironment.

2.1Modelvaliditydomain
The application of ORYZAW in zonation studies generally means that the model is
extrapolated from theenvironment where it wasdesigned, tested andvalidated to other
agro-ecological environments. Therefore, itisimportant toknowthe characteristics ofthe
environment inwhichthemodelwasdeveloped andtoindicateits generalvaliditydomain.
Here,thevaliditydomainofORYZAW, version2.0,isbriefly described.
Forpotentialproductioninirrigated lowland situations,theORYZA1model(version 1.0),
whichisthebasis ofORYZAW,has beenwell-tested withfieldexperiments atIRRI,the
Philippines: "Yield potential in a given environment (planting date, latitude, radiation,
temperature, varietyasinput)can besimulated based ontheleafN content ofthehighest
yielding experiments. The recent IRRI experiments could be used as starting point.
[However], a restriction for photoperiod insensitive varieties holds" From: KropfFet al.
(1993).ORYZA1(1.0)simulatespotentialriceyieldwithnosinklimitations:effects oflow
and/or high temperatures on spikelet sterility are not included. [The new version of

ORYZA W,3.0,isbasedonanupdatedversionofORYZA1, 1.3,that includesthe effects
ofphotoperiod sensitivityandsinklimitations;Kropffetal.,1994].
The effects of drought stress on crop growth and development were derivedfrompot
experiments, and validated with field experiments at ERRI (Wopereis, 1993). These
experimentswereheldinthedryseason, inpuddledlowland conditionswithamplesupply
of nutrients. The yield levels were 5-8.4 t ha"l (Wopereis, 1993;p.128). The maximum
number of continuous drought stress days in these experiments was 25; therefore,
simulations with ORYZAW are aborted when more than 25 days of drought stress are
recorded. InORYZAW,thesameeffects ofdroughtstressareassumedtobeapplicablefor
rainfed uplandconditions.Thishypothesishasnotbeentested, however, andmoreresearch
ongrowthanddevelopment ofrainfed uplandriceisstillneeded.
ORYZAW simulates potential and water-limited growth and development ofrice.It is
assumedthatthenutrient supplyofthecropisoptimal andthatthecropisfreefrompests,
diseasesandweeds.
The model LOWBAL wasvalidated for irrigated lowland conditions on field experiments
atIRRI(Bouman, 1993a),andwithmodelsimulationsusingthedetailed soilwaterbalance
model SAWAH (Bouman et al., 1994). The model performs accurately if a combined
seepage & percolation rate, SPSOIL, has been measured, and does not change in time.
Fieldaverage SPSOILratecaneasilybemeasuredusingslopinggaugesplaced inthe field.
Percolation ratesmaychangewhenthe poorly permeablelayer attheinterface ofpuddled
topsoil and non-puddled subsoil isdisturbed (e.g. asoccurred inanIRRIfieldexperiment
by a large numbers of weeders (Wopereis, 1993;pp. 108-109). Seepage losses may be
enhanced ifneighbouringfieldsare drained at the end ofthe growing season, byinducing
water flow through and underneath bunds. Seepage may also change if water levels in
neighbouring ditches, creeks or drainsvary. Such changes depend ontexture, compaction
andstateofmaintenanceofthebunds,andontheratioofbundlengthoverthesurface area
ofthefield(Tuongetal.,1994).
In LOWBAL, it is assumed that roots do not penetrate through the poorly permeable
layer in the lower zone of the puddled topsoil and, therefore, water extraction from the
unpuddled subsoilisnottakenintoaccount.
The SAHELwaterbalancecanbeused for non-puddled, freely draining, sandy andloamy
uplandsoilswithadeepgroundwatertable(> 1 mbelowtheroot zone)(PenningdeVries
et al., 1989). This type of soil has high hydraulic conductivity when wet, permitting fast
downwardwatertransport, sothat saturation ofsoillayersdoesnot occur. Themodelcan
alsobeusedfor clayeysoilswithdeepergroundwater tables(>2mbelowtherootzone),
butthesimulationsarethenmorecrude. SAHELisnot suitablefor (heavy) clay soilswith
impededdrainage.

2.2Runningand editingORYZA_W

2.2.1Input and output file control
UndertheSARP-Shell,controloverinputandoutputfilesisfacilitated withamenu-system
(Riethoven, 1994). If the FORTRAN program ORYZAW is run without this Shell, the
input and output files are controlled in thefileCONTROL.DAT (an example is given in
Appendix 1.2a).Thecontentsofthisfileare:
FILED
FILEI2
FELEIT
FELEIR
FILEON
FILEOL

=nameoffilethatcontainsthecropdata,e.g.'RICE_W.DAT'
=nameoffilethatcontainsthesoildata,e.g."LOAM.DAT'
=nameoffilethatcontainstimervariables,e.g.TIMER.DAT'
=nameoffilethatcontainsdataforreruns,'RERUNS.DAT'
=nameofoutputfile,'RESULTS-OUT'
=nameofthelogfile'RESULTS.LOG'

Cropdata
Specific crop parameter are needed for the above-ground growth module ORYZAW.An
example is given in Appendix 1.2b for IR72. These data were derived from field
experiments at IRRI (Kropffet al., 1993). Crop parameters should preferably be derived
for the local rice variety under consideration, from field experiments under potential
growthconditions.
Soildata
Specific soilphysicalparameters areneeded for the soil-water balance modulesLOWBAL
and SAHEL. If ORYZAW is used for irrigated or rainfed lowland environments, afile
containing soil data for LOWBAL should be supplied for FILEI2; if ORYZAW isused
for rainfed upland conditions, afilecontaining soildata for SAHEL should be selected. If
thewrongfileissupplied,ORYZAW isaborted andgivesanerror message.Examplesof
soilfilesare given in Appendix 1.2c. For the SAHEL water balance module, 18example
files areavailablethatcontain soil-physical dataderivedfrommeasurements onDutch soils
(Wöstenetal., 1987).
Timerdata
Timerdatacontrolthemodel environment, the selection ofweather data and the start and
endofthegrowingseason.AnexampleisgiveninAppendix 1.2d. Important parametersin
thisfileare:

• Production environment
SWIWLP
= switch to control the production environment: 0= irrigated lowland;
1 = rainfed lowland; 2= rainfed upland
• Weather data
The selection offilescontaining weather data iscontrolled bythe following parameters:
WTRDIR
= directory namewheretheweatherfilesare stored
CNTR
= country nameoftheweather station, e.g. 'PHIL'for the Philippines
ISTN
= station number ofweather data, e.g. 1.
If sunshine hours are available in the weather data instead of radiation values, these are
automatically converted usingthe Angstrom parameters:
ANGA
= Angstrom parameter A:
drytropical, A=0.25
humid tropical, A=0.29
cold and temperate A=0.18.
ANGB
= Angstrom parameter B:
drytropical, B=0.45
humid tropical, B=0.42
cold and temperate,B=0.55.
Radiation values in the weather file should be given in KJ or MJ; a parameter MULTIP is
used to convert these into Jvalues:
MULTIP
= multiplication factor for radiation:
ifradiation data areinKJ:MULTIP = 1,
ifradiation data inMJ: MULTIP = 1000.
Weather data itself are stored in files according to the specifications of the WEATHER
system (van Kraalingen et al., 1990). The name of a weather file consists of a countrycode, CNTR, with an extension designating the number of the weather station, ISTN (E.g.
PHIL1 for weather station 1 in the Philippines). The weather file should contain daily
values of radiation, minimum temperature, maximum temperature, vapour pressure, wind
speed and rainfall. The format of the data is very strict. An example of a weather data file
intheWEATHER format isgiven inAppendix 1.2e.
• Time variables
YEAR
=year ofweather data (= simulationyear), e.g. 1991.
STTIME
= start day of simulation (sowing day), e.g. 150.
FINTIM
=finishtimeof simulation; ahighvalue should be supplied here to
guarantee the continuation ofthe simulation until the crop has reached
maturity, e.g. 1000.
DTRP
= daysbetween sowing and transplanting. DTRP = 0. for direct-seeding.
DELT
= time step ofintegration, 1.
• Output options

These parameters are pre-set and normally do not need changing.
IFLAG
= indicateswhere weather error and warnings go,
e.g. 1100means errors and warnings go onlyto alog file, see WEATHER
manual, vanKraalingen et al., 1990.
COPINF
= switch variable denoting what should be done with inputfiles:
'Y'= copy inputfilesinto output file
*N' = do not copy inputfilesinto output file
PRDEL
= time indaysbetween consecutive outputs tofile,e.g. 5.
IPFORM
= format ofthe output tables: 0= no output table, 4 = normaltable,
5 =tab-delimited (for Excel), 6=TTPLOT format.
DELTMP
= switchvariable what should be donewith thetemporary output file:
0 = do not delete; 1 = delete

Rerun data
The FSE systems provides a facility for model reruns using changed model parameter
and/or initial state variable values (van Kraalingen, 1991a). A 'reruns file' with a name
defined in CONTROL.DAT, e.g. RERUNS.DAT, should contain parameter and/or initial
state variable names and values for a model rerun. When ORYZAW is executed, it will
automatically search for the presence of a reruns file. If such afileis not found, the model
will be executed only once, using the data from the standard data files. If a reruns file is
present, the model will automatically be rerun with the (set of) new parameter values. The
total number of runs made by the model is always equal to the number of rerun sets plus
one (the 'default' run). Names of parameters/variables originating from different data files
can be redefined in the same rerun file, e.g. crop, soil and timer parameters. The format of
the rerun file is identical to that of the other data files, except that the name of parameters
may appear in the file more than once, indicating different rerun sets. Arrays can also be
redefined in a rerun file. The order and number of the variables should be the same in each
set. A new set starts as soon as the first variable is repeated. An example of a reruns file is
given inAppendix 1.2f.
The maximum number of parameter values for reruns with ORYZAW is 10000. This
can be either 10000 values of one single parameter, or, for instance, 1000 values often
parameters each. When many reruns are made, the time step between consecutive output
that iswritten tofile,PRDEL, inthe Timerfile(see above) should be set a high value, e.g.
1000, so that only initial and end values of output variables are printed. Otherwise, the
output file defined in the file CONTROL.DAT, e.g. RESULTS.OUT, will become
extremely large.

10

Outputfiles
Two output files are created by ORYZA W. The file OPDAT contains 'end-of-season'
values of selected variables. E.g. the weight of rough rice, WRR, in OP.DAT is the final
weight at the end ofthe simulation run. Variable names and values are written to OP.DAT
in the model via a call to the subroutine OPSTOR of the TTUTIL library: CALL
OPSTOR(<variable name>, <variable value>).
The second file name is defined in the file CONTROL.DAT, e.g. RESULTS.OUT. In
thisfile,values of selected variables arewritten during execution of the model with a 'print
time step'asdefined byPRDEL inthetimerfile(see above). Variable names and values are
written to RESULTS.OUT by a call to the subroutine OUTDAT of the TTUTIL library:
CALL OUTDAT(<variablename>, <variablevalue>).
Examples of OP.DAT and RESULTS.OUT are given in Appendix 1.3a and 1.3b
respectively.

Logfiles
Two logfilesare created. WEATHER.LOG contains the headers of the weather files used,
and any error and/or warning messages created bythe WEATHER system. The second file
name is defined in the file CONTROL.DAT, e.g. RESULTS.LOG, and contains
information on the execution of the model and any error and/or warning messages
generated by ORYZAW.

2.2.2 Editing ORYZA_W
ORYZAW iswritten intheprogramming languageFORTRAN-77 on an IBM compatible
486 PC. If the source code of the model is edited, ORYZAW should be re-compiled and
linked before execution. After compilation, the object file ORYZAW.OBJ should be
linked with an object file OPSYS.OBJ (containing some specialised subroutines) and with
the libraries TTUTIL and WEATHER (inthis sequence).

11
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3 ORYZAW in agro-ecological zonation
3.1Simulationonaregionalscale
ORYZAW can be used in agro-ecological zonation to quantify characteristics of rice
cultivation in upland or lowland environments, e.g. potential and water-limited rice yields,
irrigation requirements, optimum sowing/transplanting dates and crop durations. Based on
soil and climatic maps and data, a regional area under study can be divided into land units
that are more or less homogeneous in soil and climatic characteristics (e.g. Aggarwal,
1993; Garcia, 1993;Pannangpetch, 1993;Wopereis et al., 1993). For each land-unit, input
data for ORYZAW have to be derived with respect to crop, soil, weather and
management characteristics. Crop data should preferably be obtained from field
experiments under optimal conditions, using regional-specific rice varieties. If this is not
possible, crop data form other locations and experiments can serve as a starting point
(Kropff et al., 1993). Weather data are obtained from meteorological stations in the area
that are assigned to the land-units by spatial interpolation (e.g. Beek, 1991a/b). Soil
parameters needed for simulation are generally difficult to obtain and costly and timeconsuming to measure (Wopereis et al., 1993). If no measurements can be carried out, as
often will be the case in zonation studies, such soil data may be estimated from soil maps
using so-called pedotransfer functions (Driessen, 1986a, 1986b; Bouma and van Lanen,
1987; Ritchie and Crum, 1989; van Genuchten et al., 1989; Reinds et al., 1991). For
instance, soil moisture characteristics are often estimated from texture descriptions.
Management parameters, such as sowing date or bund height, may be derived from expert
knowledge or from local field enquiries. Thus, for each identified land unit of the zonation
study, a set of crop, weather (preferably a number of years), soil and management
parameters is identified that is considered to be representative for the whole land unit.
Using these sets, ORYZAW can compute rice yield (and other variables of interest) for
lowland and upland production situations.
An example for irrigated lowland rice in the Philippines is given in Figure 3.1.
ORYZAW wasused to quantify roughriceyield, irrigation water needs and crop duration
as a function of sowing date for 1981-1991. Weather data were taken from the IRRI
wetland station. Crop data were derived from field experiments conducted at IRRI using
rice variety IR72 (Kropff et al., 1993; Wopereis, 1993). Soil and management data were
obtained from expert knowledge and literature (Wickham & Singh, 1978;Wopereis, 1993).
Highest potential yields occurred if sowing was done at the beginning of the dry season,
(i.e. days 330-360), and are explained by high levels of radiation and long crop durations.
The high potential yieldsinthe dry season were associated with the highest irrigation water
needs. The simulated crop duration is an important variable in the planning of crop
rotations (e.g. Sattar, 1993;Yang Jingping&Zhang Xigu, 1993).
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Theproceduredescribed aboveiscommonlyusedwhencropgrowthmodelsareappliedat
a regional scale (Buringh et al., 1979;vanLanen, 1991;vanDiepen et al., 1991;Hammer
&Muchow, 1991;Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy, 1992). Though
thisprocedure is avalid, practical approach initself, it does not account for the'regional'
nature of the simulations. A land-unit is considered fully homogeneous with respect to
model input parameters and only one set of, mostly estimated, input datavalues per landunit is used in the simulation. The effect of uncertainty or spatial variation in the input
parameter values of a land-unit on simulated output is not accounted for. Also, the
relationships between quality, or accuracy, of input data and simulated output are not
quantified. Suchrelationships areimportant inthephaseofinput data collection, especially
for the design of measurement programs. Moreover, these relationships can indicate
relevant management practices to optimize rice cropping, e.g. high yields associated with
lowwaterlosses.
This Chapter provides a framework to quantify the relationship between model input
andoutput accuracyfor input data collection (Paragraph 3.2) andto dealwith uncertainty
and spatial variation in input data on a regional scale (Paragraph 3.3). Uncertainty and
variation in input parameter values are 'translated' in risk analysis (Paragraph 3.4). The
focus ison soil and management parameters because these data haveto be collected ona
regional scale. Some comments on the derivation and handling of crop and weather data
aregiveninParagraph 3.6. Theframework presented hereisillustrated indetailfor acasestudy on rainfed lowlandriceinthePhilippines in Chapter 5.Here, it isbriefly illustrated
withanexampleforirrigatedlowland rice.
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Figure3.1. Simulated potential roughriceyield (a), amount irrigation water needs(b)
and crop duration (c) of irrigated lowland rice at Los Bafios, the
Philippines,1980-1991.
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3.2 Data collection
The use of ORYZA_W for zonation studies requires knowledge of management
procedures and data on crop characteristics, soil properties and weather variation in the
region under study. Crop characteristics are generally derived from literature and wellcontrolled field experiments (Kropffet al., 1993). In principle, these parameter values are
only crop (variety) specific and do not change with environment (at least ifthe environment
falls within the validity domain of the model; see Paragraph 2.1). Therefore, once a set of
crop parameters has been determined at a certain location, such a set can be used for
extrapolation to other land-units of the zonation study. Procedures for the derivation of
crop parameters, and the uncertainty and variation therein, fall outside the scope of this
volume. Some comments are given in Paragraph 3.6. Weather data are measured at
meteorological stations and, as mere data-users, crop modellers can not influence the
accuracy of these measurements. The quality of weather data should be thoroughly
checked, and preferably quantified, before embarking on model simulations. Some
comments on dealing with uncertainty or inaccuracy inweather data are given in Paragraph
3.6. A good overview of techniques for spatial interpolation of weather data from
meteorological stationsto land-units of interest isgivenbyBeek (1991a/b).
Soil and management data need to be collected for each land unit within the zonation
study area. A land unit is defined here as a geographic area with a unique combination of
weather, soil and management characteristics. The collection of these data on a regional
scale is generally expensive and time-consuming. Therefore, the design of cost-effective
measurement and data collection strategies deserves ample attention. In this respect,
sensitivity analysis (SA) with the model to be used, i.e. ORYZAW, is a helpful tool. It
reveals the type of data that need to be collected with a relatively high accuracy, and the
type of data for which a rough estimate or general inventory will do. SA relates the
accuracy with which input parameters need to be quantified to the desired accuracy of the
simulated output (e.g. yield or amount of irrigation water). In SA, the value of input
parameters are gradually changed and the effect on the simulated output is quantified. If a
number of years with weather data are available, it is best to repeat the analyses for a
number of 'good', 'bad' and 'average' years. Good, bad and average are defined here in
relation to the observed simulated output, e.g. a good year has a relatively high simulated
yield and abad year a relatively low simulated yield. The results ofthe SA for various years
canbe compared by standardising the simulated outputs for eachyear to the output for that
year using standard (representative) input parameter values (Bouman, 1994).
Three points havetobe considered in setting up a sensitivity analysis:
1. Which parameters need to be included ?
2. What isthe range inparameter values ?
3. What isthe correlation between parameters ?
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Ad 1. When no prior knowledge about the relative importance of the parameters is
available, all parameters should be included in SA. If information is available, only the
relevant parameters are selected. For ORYZAW, the following soil and management
parameters may be included if simulated yield, irrigation water and crop duration are of
interest:
Irrigated lowland
• Soil parameters: seepage& percolation rate, SPSOIL.
• Management parameters: Bund height, WLOMXI; critical depth of ponded water,
WLOMEN; irrigation requirements for land preparation, RIPUD; development stage at
which irrigation is stopped, DVSIE; sowing date, STTIME; duration of the seed-bed,
DTRP; number of plants in seed-bed, NPLSB; number of hills, NH; number of plants
per hill,NPLH; number ofplants direct-seeded, NPLDS (only ifdirect-seeded).
Rainfed lowland
• Soil parameters: seepage & percolation rate, SPSOIL; water content of puddled layer
at saturation, WCSTP, at field capacity, WCFCP, and at wilting point, WCWPP (and
for cracking soil types: linear shrink factor, SHRINK; water content at which cracks
penetrate the compacted layer, WCCRAC; drainage rate ofthe subsoil,DDR).
• Management parameters: bund height, WLOMXI; thickness puddled layer, TKLPI;
sowing date, STTIME; duration ofthe seed-bed, DTRP; number of plants in seed-bed,
NPLSB;number of hills,NH; number ofplantsper hill,NPLH; number ofplants directseeded,NPLDS (only ifdirect-seeded).
Rainfed upland
• Soil parameters: water content at saturation, WCST, at field capacity, WCFC, and at
wilting point, WCWP; fraction initial water content, FWCLI; fraction runoff, FRNOF;
rooting depth of soilprofile, ZRTMS.
• Management parameters: sowing date, STTIME; number of plants direct-seeded,
NPLDS.

Ad 2. The ranges of the parameter values should be taken as broad as possible to make
sure that the actual values in the land-unit under study are covered. The boundary values
can be taken from initial survey data, from expert knowledge, from literature, or from any
reasonable guess, as long asthevalues arenot beyond thevalidity domain of ORYZAW.
Ad 3. Input parameter values can not always be varied without considering the values of
(some of) the other input parameters (i.e. 'ceteris paribus' condition). Correlation between
parameters may exist and should be taken into account. In the water balance module for
upland conditions, SAHEL, for instance, the water contents at saturation, WCST, at field
capacity, WCFC, and at wilting point, WCWP, are correlated parameters. This means that
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when, for instance, the value of WCST is varied between certain ranges, the values of
WCFCandWCWPshouldbeadapted too,sothat arealistic setofmoisturecharacteristics
is obtained. The correlation between soil moisture characteristics for the SAHEL water
balancemoduleistakenintoaccountintheprogramRIGAUS(Paragraph4.3).

AnexampleofSAisgivenfor thecase-study ofFigure 3.1. InFigure3.2,thesensitivityof
the simulated irrigation water needsto seepage&percolation rate (SPSOIL) and to bund
height isgiven. Thesimulationswere carried out for the dry season (sowing datewasday
345) for threeyears. Inthis environment, bund heights larger than 40 mmhardly affected
the amount of irrigation water, whereas the SPSOIL rate was a major irrigationdetermining factor. A first, rough estimate for bund height of 100 mm, from expertknowledge,needsnofurther refinement byfieldobservations.Ontheotherhand,theactual
valueofSPSOILratesneedsrelativelyaccuratemeasurements.Aninaccuracyof 1 mmd"*
inthe quantification of SPSOIL leadto aninaccuracy insimulated irrigation water of 100
mm (which is about 6% on an average amount of 1600 mm). The accuracy with which
SPSOIL data actually need to be collected in a zonation study depends on the desired
accuracyofneededirrigationwater(e.g.forirrigationsystemdesign).
The reruns option of the FSE system provides an easy way for SA with ORYZA_W.
Parameter values can be changed in thefileRERUNS.DAT (Paragraph 2.2.1), which is
automaticallyread andexecutedbyORYZAW. Aspecialoptionfor SAisavailableunder
theSARP-Shell(Riethoven, 1994).
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Figure 3.2. Simulated irrigation water needs in the dry season as a function of bund
height (a) and seepage &percolation rate SPSOIL (b) in 1981, 1987 and
1988.
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3.3 Uncertainty and spatial variation in soil and management parameters
Soil and management parameter values for individual land-units can be estimated (e.g. from
expert knowledge, soil maps) or measured. Especially when data are estimated, there is
always a degree of uncertainty. Usually, a representative value for the whole land-unit
under consideration isestimated and thisvalue isused in ORYZAW. In this approach, the
effect of uncertainty in input parameter values on the simulated output remains
unqualified. If a number of actual measurements has been performed in a land-unit, the
parameter value is mostly characterised by spatial variation. Again, ORYZAW can be run
with average values only, but the effect of spatial variation on simulated output can and
should be quantified. Similarly, the effect of measurement errors on simulation output
should be quantified. In the following, however, measurement errors are not addressed
specifically, but assumed to be part of uncertainty.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is a useful technique to quantify uncertainty or spatial
variation in input parameter values on simulated output (Hazelhof et al., 1990;Kros et al.,
1990;Rossing et al., 1993;Bouman, 1994). In applying this technique, a simulation model
is run a large number of times using random values for specified input parameters. These
random values are drawn from probability distributions or from measurement series
(frequency distributions). The resulting distribution of simulated output values represents a
probability distribution as a function of input uncertainty (probability), or a frequency
distribution as a function of spatial variation of input data (including any measurement
errors). A probability distribution for input parameter values can be derived from expert
knowledge, literature data and some actual measurements. E.g. the moisture characteristics
of a soil can be estimated from the texture description on the legend of a soil map. For a
'loamy soil', we can construct a probability distribution for the water content at field
capacity, WCFC, from literature data: uniform distribution between 0.27 and 0.40 cm-*cm"
3 (Wösten et al., 1987). For a 'clayey loam', we could narrow the probability distribution
down to 0.35-0.40 cm-* cm"3, and for 'sandy loam' to 027-0.34 cnv* cm"3. If a large
number of measured values of a parameter are available, a frequency distribution can be
drawn that represents the actual spatial variation. The sensitivity analysis described in the
previous Paragraph can be used to select the soil and management parameters that have a
relatively large effect on simulated output for MC analysis. Again, correlation between
input parameters has to be taken into account. The program RIGAUS (Random Input
Generator for Uncertainty Analysis in Simulation; see Chapter 4) was especially developed
to generate an FSE reruns file with random parameter values from probability and/or
frequency distributions for MC analysiswith ORYZAW.
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A simple example of MC simulation is given for the case-study of Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
First, the effect ofuncertainty isillustrated inFigure 3.3.From SA, itwas concluded that
SPSOILratehadalargeeffect onsimulated irrigationwater ofirrigated lowlandriceinthe
Philippines (Figure 3.2.b). Three probability distributions for SPSOIL rate were
constructed: a uniform distribution when expert-knowledge suggests that any value
betweencertainboundaryvaluesisareasonableguess;anormal-type ofdistribution,when
expert-knowledge suggests that a certain average value has the highest probability of
occurrence;and a skewed beta distribution, when expert-knowledge suggeststhat alower
orupperboundaryvaluehashighest probabilityofoccurrence (Figure3.3.a).Fivehundred
random values of SPSOIL rate were generated by RIGAUS from each probability
distribution and subsequently used to simulate irrigation water needs in the dry season
using ORYZAW. The resulting simulated values of irrigation water needs (Figure 3.3.b)
areprobabilitydistributionsthatquantify theeffect ofuncertainty in,and expert-knowledge
on, SPSOIL rate. Here, the probability distribution was only calculated for one year (the
'average' year 1981). The calculations can be repeated for more years ('good', Tjad' and
'average')to studythevariationbetweenyears.
Fortheexampleofspatialvariation. SPSOILdataweretakenfrom literature.Wickham
& Singh (1978) presented measured SPSOIL rates for 10 field sites in Nueva Ecija,
Bulacan andLagunaProvinces,thePhilippines, inthe 1969-70growing season. Table 3.1
liststhe SPSOIL rates asmeasured in the dry season. Using these data, ORYZAW was
used to calculate the amount of irrigation water needed inthe dry seasons of 1980-1991.
Theresulting simulated values are a frequency distribution of amounts of irrigation water
asfunction ofspatialvariationinSPSOILrates(Figure3.4).
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Figure 3.3a. Frequency distribution of 500 randomly generated values of SPSOIL from a
uniform distribution and from a beta distribution using A= 10 and B=10
('normal'distribution, N) and A=l and B=4 (skewed distribution, Sk).
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Figure 3.3b. Frequency distribution of irrigation water needs in the dry season of 1981,
using ORYZAW withthe SPSOIL values from Figure 3.3a as input.
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Inthissimpleexample,onlytheeffect ofuncertainty and spatialvariation inoneparameter
valuewasillustrated. Inpractice,anumberofparameterswillhavearelativelylarge effect
on simulated output, and MC analysis has to include all these parameters. A detailed
exampleisgivenforrainfed lowlandriceinChapter5.

Table 3.1. Measured valuesofSPSOILrate (mmd"1)inthedryseason of 1969-70for 10
field sites inNueva Ecija (NE), Bulacan (Bu) and Laguna Provinces (Lag),
Philippines.Datatakenfrom: Wickham&Singh, 1978.Note:negativevalues
meanupwellingwater, andcanbehandledbyORYZAW.
Field
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Figure 3.4.Frequency distribution ofsimulated irrigationwater needsinthe dry seasons
of 1980-1991,using ORYZA_Wwith the SPSOIL valuesfromTable 3.1
asinput(MCsimulation).
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3.4 Risk analysis
Crop growth models are suitable to quantify and evaluate risk of a certain production
system (e.g. irrigated lowland, rainfed lowland) in land-units of a zonation study. Acrop
growthmodelcanbeusedto 'translate'thevariation, orprobability ofoccurrence, ininput
parametersintoaprobability ofoccurrence of simulated output, such asyield or irrigation
water needs, as a function of environmental properties. Thetechnique to do this isagain
Monte Carlo simulation. First the probability of occurrence of (soil and management)
model input parameters has to be determined for the land-units under consideration
(Paragraph 3.3). Using RIGAUS, a large number of input sets isgenerated that combine
randomly chosen parameter valuesfromtheir respective probability distribution functions
and/or measured frequency distributions. ORYZAW is then run using this set of input
parameters for all years that weather data are available. To quantify the variation in
simulated model output, ascaused byvariation inweather, preferable some 10-20yearsof
weather data should be used. Weather generators are helpful when the number of years
with weather data is too small. The resulting set of simulated model outputs is used to
compute cumulative frequency distributions that express the probability of exceedance of
certainthresholdvalues.
Anexampleofriskanalysisforthecaseofirrigated lowlandriceisgiveninFigures3.5and
3.6. Again,theexamplefocuses onthe seepage&percolation rateofthe soil, SPSOIL,as
the only variable model input parameter. Two soil types (land-units) were considered: a
relatively permeable puddled topsoil, and a relatively poorly permeable puddled topsoil.
Forthepoorlypermeable soil,auniform probability distribution was assumed for SPSOIL
between 0-5 mmd"l, andfor thepermeable soil,between 5-10 mmd"V ORYZAW was
run to simulate dry season rice yield (sowing on day 345) and total irrigation water
requirements using allweather data between 1980-1991.Figure 3.5 givesthe exceedance
probability of simulated riceyield for both soil types. The (potential)riceyield was fairly
stablewithabout 100%probabilityofhavingveryhighyieldsbetween 10.6and 12.2tha"
1,dueto favourable temperature and solar radiation input. [Note: with the newerversion
of ORYZAW, 3.0, simulated yield levelsat LosBafios are about 1 t ha'1 lower, though
relative differences within and between years arethe same].The small difference between
thetwo soil types wascaused bythe difference inthe rate of drying of the puddled layer
after irrigation was stopped (at DVS= 1.85 inthis example). Onthe permeable soiltype,
water drained relatively fast from the puddled layer and some (slight) drought stress
occurred attheendofthegrowing season. Onthepoorlypermeablesoiltype,thepuddled
layerdried out relatively slowlyandtherewasnoeffect ofdrought stressattheendofthe
growing season. Simulatedyieldsweretherefore abithigheronthe poorly permeablesoil
type than on the permeable soil type: the probability of yields higher than 11t ha"* was
78%onthepoorlypermeablesoiltype,and70%onthepermeablesoiltype.
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Figure 3.5. Exceedance probability of simulatedriceyield (t ha~l) inirrigated lowland on
relatively poorly permeable soil (white diamonds) and on permeable soil
(blackdiamonds).ThelegendgivestheSPSOILratesofthesoilsincmd"V
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Figure 3.6. Exceedance probability of total irrigation water requirements (lfP mm) in
irrigated lowland on relatively poorly permeable soil (white diamonds) and
on permeable soil (black diamonds). The legend gives the SPSOIL rates of
thesoilsincmd"l.
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Figure 3.6 gives the exceedance probabilities of the total irrigation water needs for both
soil types. The difference between soil types was relatively large. On the permeable soil
type,theprobabilitywas 100%that irrigationwaterneedsexceeded 1400mm,whereason
the poorlypermeable soil type thiswas only 50%.These probability curves are important
information inirrigation systemdesign. Thecombination ofFigure 3.5 and 3.6 learnsthat
the yield level of irrigated rice (in this environment) was stable, but that associated
irrigation water requirements were variable and dependent on the seepage & percolation
rateofthepuddledlayer(landunitcharacteristic).
In this simple example, only the probability distribution of one parameter, SPSOIL, was
illustrated. Inpractice,theriskanalysishastotakeintoaccount theprobability distribution
ofallrelevant input parameters (as determinedfromSA).Adetailed example isgiven for
rainfed lowlandriceinChapter5.

3.5Apractical framework forzonation
Because SA and MC simulation takes a lot of computing time, the following practical
framework issuggested fortheuseofcropgrowthmodellinginzonationstudies.
1

For aU land-unitsdistinguished inthe study area, representative soiland management
input parameter values are derived from expert-knowledge, maps or measurements.
Weather data are taken from nearby, representative weather stations, and crop data
arederived
fromfield-experimentsandtakenfromliterature.Theenvironment forrice
growth zonation with ORYZAW is determined: irrigated or rainfed lowland, or
rainfed upland.Next, ORYZAW isrun for allland-units,usingall availableweather
data and the set of representative soil and management input parameter values for
eachland-unit.Long-termaveragesandstandard deviationsofsimulated outputs(e.g.
yield, amount ofirrigation water, growth duration) are calculated. Mapsofthelongterm averages can be produced manually or using Geographic Information Systems,
GIS,(e.g.Garcia, 1993;Pannangpetch, 1993;Wopereisetal., 1993).

2

Forselected land-unitsthat areconsidered representativefor different agro-ecological
environments, sensitivityanalysisonsoilandmanagement parametersiscarriedout.If
the data permit, the sensitivity analysis should be repeated for some'good', 'average'
and 'bad'years. The input parameters that have arelatively large effect on simulated
output are determined, and the relationship between parameter input accuracy and
modeloutput accuracyisquantified.
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3

For the same selected land units as under point 2, probability distributions are
estimated for each parameter that was found to have a relatively large effect on
simulated output. Monte Carlo simulation isused to 'translate'theuncertainty insoil
andmanagement inputparametervaluesintouncertainty(aprobabilitydistribution)of
thesimulatedmodeloutput. Ifthedatapermit,theMCsimulation shouldberepeated
for some'good','average'and"bad' years.Iftheresultingaccuracyinsimulated output
istoolowtomeettherequirementsofthestudy,the sensitivityanalysisofpoint 2has
indicated theaccuracywithwhichinput parametervalues need to bemeasured inthe
field. Ifa number ofactual field measurements are available,Monte Carlo simulation
can be used to calculate the frequency distribution of simulated model output as
function of spatial variation in input parameter values. If the calculated frequency
distribution ofthe model output for the land-unit under consideration isfound to be
too broad, the land-unit can be sub-stratified into smaller land-units that are more
homogeneous in input parameter values. The collection of new data and/or
substratification impliesthat step 1 shouldberepeated.

4

For the selected land-units, risk analysis is carried out by Monte Carlo simulation
usingtheprobability input data setsfrom point 3and 10-20years ofweather data(if
needbeobtainedwithaweathergenerator).Exceedanceprobabilitiesarecalculated.

3.6 Cropandweatherdata
Mostcropparametersneededto runORYZAW aretakenfrom measurementsreportedin
literature andfromexperiments conducted at IRRI (Kropff et al., 1993). Some of these
parametershavebeenmeasured often andworld-wide, e.g. extinction coefficient ofleaves,
KDF, or CO2 assimilation rate of leaves, whereas others have only been observed or
estimated sparsely, e.g. growth rate of roots, GZRT, transplanting shock for leaf area
development, TSHCKL, critical soil water contents, LLDL .... ULRT (see Appendix 1.4
for explanation variable names). Onlyarelatively small number of parameters needs tobe
determined for a (new) rice variety of interest from well-controlled field experiments:
development rate at the vegetative and generative growth stage, DVRV and DVRR
respectively, relative growth rate, RGRL, assimilate partitioning tables, FLVTB, FSTTB
and FSOTB, and nitrogen content of the leaves, NFLV. All crop parameters, whether
takenfromliteratureorderivedfromfield experimentshaveacertain degreeofuncertainty
or variation. The determination and quantification of these uncertainties and variations is
difficult, involving complicated statistical procedures, and falls beyond the scope of this
Chapter.However, two simpleapproachesarementionedhereto dealwithuncertaintyand
variationincropparameters.
1. The same approach can be followed as presented for soil and management
parameters: SAandMC analysis. SAcanbeused tofindthe crop parameters that havea
relativelylargeeffect onsimulated output inthe specific environment under consideration.
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This does not mean, however, that all these parameters actually need to be measured in an
experiment. For instance, the assimilation rate of leaves, AMAX, may be found to have a
large effect on simulated yield, but its value may be derived from literature with sufficient
precision. On the other hand, iffor a given soil type the growth rate of roots, GZRT, has a
large effect on simulated rainfed rice yield, its value will probably not be easily derived
from literature for that specific soil type, thus indicating the need for measurements. MC
analysis can be used to quantify the effect of uncertainty and variation in crop parameters
on simulated output. However, probability distributions for the crop parameters are
difficult to estimate or to measure. In the case that parameter values have been directly
measured, e.g. AMAX or GZRT, a number of measurements will yield a frequency
distribution. When parameter values have been indirectly derived from field experiments
using statistical packages, e.g. GENSTAT (1988) or FSEOPT (Stol et al., 1992), errors of
estimate can usually be calculated. In both cases, however, the spread in parameter values
not only expresses the uncertainty or variation in the model parameter itself, but also
includes the effects of error and/or inaccuracy in the measured variables (from which the
parameter value was derived), possible errors and/or inaccuracies in the mathematical
description of the crop growth processes involved, and, in the case of indirect derivation,
errors and/or uncertainties in other model parameter values. Finally, the correlation
between model parameters and the interdependence of various process descriptions in the
model often complicate a straightforward SAand MC analysis.
2. A more pragmatic approach is to use the calibration result of a field experiment, i.e.
the difference between simulated output of the, calibrated, model and the observed values.
In a calibration experiment, the conditions for a precise simulation are generally (or should
be) as optimal as possible: important crop parameters are directly measured or inferred
from observations, soil properties are often known, weather data are taken from a nearby
meteorological station and management activities are exactly known. Still, there is mostly
some deviation between simulated variables and observed variables (e.g. yield). This
difference is the integrated result of any errors, inaccuracies and uncertainties in crop
parameters, mathematical process descriptions andmeasurements, and canbe considered as
a 'minimum inaccuracy' of the model. If a crop growth model is used for extrapolation, as
in zonation, this minimum inaccuracy should be added to the simulated output. A way to
do this isto add to the simulated model outputs a randomly drawn inaccuracy value from a
uniform or normal distribution with boundaries and a respectively derived from the
calibration experiments. Typical minimum inaccuracies for well-calibrated crop growth
models are 5-15%.
Measured weather data also have some degree of inaccuracy and, sometimes, error. If
measurement inaccuracies are random, and their magnitude is known, MC analysis can
again be used to 'translate' these inaccuracies into probabilities of simulated output. Each
time a weather variable is read from data file by ORYZAW, a random inaccuracy value
can be added to that variable. Measurement errors can be treated the same way, provided
that they are random. Errors that show a specific trend, e.g. consequently plus or minus a
certain value, should preferably be corrected intheweather datafiles.
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4The program RIGAUS for Monte Carlo simulation
The description ofRIGAUS (Random Input Generator for the Analysis of Uncertainty in
Simulation) in this Chapter is largely taken from Bouman & Jansen (1993). RIGAUS
allows the user to draw random values from uniform, beta and normal statistical
distributions, andfrommeasured data setsfor anumberofvariablesatthe sametime.The
version of RIGAUS presented here is especially adapted to generate parameter values
(rerun sets) for ORYZA W. With one exception (see below), values for different
parameters/variables are drawn independently, i.e. without taking into account correlation
between parameters/variables. RIGAUS has special provisions for drawing random input
data for the soil water balance module SAHEL for rainfed upland environments. The
correlationbetweenthe soilmoisturecharacteristicswater content at saturation, WCST,at
field capacity, WCFC,and at wiltingpoint, WCWP, can optionally be taken into account.
Relationships between thesevariables havebeen derived from empirical data and areused
in RIGAUS to generate values for WCST and WCWP from randomly drawn values of
WCFC.Thegenerated valuesofWCST,WCFCandWCWPareautomatically assigned to
all three soil layers distinguished in SAHEL. Also, the initial water content, expressed as
fraction ofWCFC,FWCLI,isautomaticallyassignedtoallthreesoillayers.
For the lowland water balance module LOWBAL, the correlation between the soil
moisturecharacteristics ofthe shrunken puddled layer (WCSTP,WCFCPandWCWPP)is
not taken into account by RIGAUS. Lack of data prohibited the derivation of these
correlations.

4.1Statistical distributions
In RIGAUS, values can be generated randomly from uniform, beta or normal statistical
distributions. Inthecurrent version, amaximumof25variables for auniform distribution,
25 for abeta distribution and for a 25 normal distribution can be selected simultaneously
(hence in total 75 variables/parameters). In principle there is no limit to the number of
drawsthatcanbemadefor eachvariable.However,thereisalimittothenumberofreruns
that canbemadewith ORYZAW intheFSE system.Therefore, themaximumnumberof
drawsforrerunsissetto999(seealsoParagraph4.4)

4.1.1Uniform distribution
Random values for a uniform distribution are generated using the function RUNI. The
algorithminRUNIoriginatesfromL'Ecuyer(1986)asimplemented inBratleyetal.(1983)
andPressetal.(1992).ThevaluesgeneratedbyRUNIarerestricted between0and 1, but
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are rescaled in RIGAUS between upper and lower boundaries as specified by the user. An
example of the frequency distribution of randomly generated values from a uniform
distribution isgiven inFigure4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Relative frequency distribution (fraction) of randomly drawn values from a
uniform distribution between 0and 1,using RIGAUS.N=2000.

The input that hasto be supplied bytheuser for drawing from auniform distribution is (per
parameter/variable):
•
Name ofvariable(s) for which random values havetobe chosen (VUNI)
Upper limit (UNIUP)
Lower limit (UNILO)

4.1.2 Beta distribution

Randomvalues for abeta distribution aregenerated using the function RBET. This random
generator is fully based on the function BETACH (Bratley et al., 1983). A beta
distribution is characterised by two 'shape' parameters, A and B, that define the shape of
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